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Overview of 
Project 
Implementation

Reduce process variability by combining 
chemical technology, application expertise, and 
novel real-time monitoring with control 
capabilities.

This is achieved by developing an IoT platform 
which uses machine learning and predictive 
analytics to provide real-time visibility, making it 
possible to predict and identify process 
disturbances.

Addressing disturbances proactively mitigates 
the impact on process variability, thus 
improving efficiency, quality, and profitability.
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Statistical Process Control (SPC)

The application of statistical methods to 
monitor and control a process

Control charts are a common tool for 
monitoring process stability and 
understanding process variability

A process is in control when, based on 
past experiences, it can be predicted 
how the process will vary in the future
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Problem Solving Techniques

Define the problem and/or opportunity

Understand the process variability

Develop key process indicators

Pulp Mill 
Brightness

leadinglagging

Looks forward at 
future outcomes 
and events

Looks back at 
whether the intended 
result was achieved

LAGGING 
INDICATOR

LEADING 
INDICATOR
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“Big Data” Selection
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DATA SOURCES

• Automation Systems

• Laboratory / Manual Tests

• Soft Sensors

• Automatic Direct Measurements

Process • Grade/Speed/Production
• Operating Conditions

Environment • Temperature/pH/Cond.
• Water/Energy Usage

Chemicals • Dosage/Application Point
• Test Results

Quality • Raw Material
• Final Product



Soft Sensors and Direct Measurements

Direct Measurements

• Online, automated measurement that 
directly monitors leading indicators in the 
process

• Tracks the most important variables
• Reduces time limitation factors (lag, etc) 

which leads to a more robust model

• A combination of process data (input) 
and a model that uses these input 
data to predict a response

• Based on several independent 
datapoints

• Can be a simple formula or more 
complex algorithm

• Can be limited by available data

Soft Sensor
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Workflow Process: Predictive Analytics
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Data Mining Model 
Development

Model Validation

Performance 
Analysis/Update

• Critical Step
• Data health check

“Big Data”
Historical data

• Predictive Algorithms
• Model Evaluation
• Retrained manually 

with new data



Data Mining

Data pre-processing is the foundation for further analysis and developing machine 
learning models

• Manage bad data (outliers, missing data, sensor faults, noise)
• Create formulas for calculated KPIs (soft sensors)
• Delay management by lagging datapoints and calculating moving averages
• Normalizing data to overcome skewed distribution
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Model Development
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Determine input variables 
with high contribution in 
predicting a response

Select best fit model

Validate model with real-
time data

Re-train model with new 
findings
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Mill Examples



Mill Example A
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Fine paper machine utilized three-
component retention and drainage program 
for improved tray consistency control

Real-time tray consistency measurement

Differences in program management 
observed between shifts created shift-to-
shift variability in tray consistency and 
chemical dosage (usage)

Objective was to reduce variability in tray 
consistency by mitigating large chemical 
dosage adjustments and maintaining 
optimal chemical ratio



Automatic vs. Manual Control
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Closed-loop control strategy 
implemented with feedback from direct 
automated tray consistency 
measurement

Reduction in standard deviation 
(variability) in tray consistency is 
observed when in automatic control
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Project 
Benefits

REDUCED 
CHEMICAL 
SPEND $

Improved Final 
Product Quality

(FORMATION)

Improved Sheet 
Ash Control

(ASH RETENTION)

Reduction in 
Transition / Off-

Quality

(GRADE CHANGE TIME)



Mill Example B
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Raw water (river water) treatment plant 
supplying uncoated free sheet paper 
machine

Turbidity excursions of the filtered water 
impacting downstream quality (machine 
dark spots, holes, breaks)

Goal is to reduce turbidity “excursions” 
and “out of control” events in the filtered 
water by 25%

FILTERED TURBIDITY



Identifying Input Variables
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Input variables (X) are ranked 
according to their contribution to 
predicting the response (Y)

Predictors with the highest 
contributions are likely to be important 
in predicting the response

Process A Process B
River Water

Raw 
Water 

Turbidity

Settled 
Water 

Turbidity

Filtered 
Water 

Turbidity

Process 
Water



Model Development

• ACTUAL • PREDICTED
Initial models of settled water 
turbidity demonstrated strong 
ability to predict the actual 
response (high r-square)

Model trained and optimized 
offline with new data under 
varying process conditions
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Validating Model Performance
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Validation based on ability to predict 
(3) categories:

• Gaps in model performance are 
visually identified where colors are 
not matching between predicted and 
actual values

• Root cause analysis used to identify 
primary source of disturbances

• New input variables added to model 
for improved performance

Out of control

In Control
Excursion

Actual

Prediction
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Online Identification 
of Disturbances
Rapid increase in predicted value of the 
settled water turbidity triggered an alarm 
in the model’s residual value

This warning occurred 2 hours prior to 
filtered water turbidity reaching out of 
control limits

MODEL RESIDUAL

SETTLED WATER TURBIDITY

ACTUAL PREDICTION

2 hours



Advanced Warning of Disturbances
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An increase in raw water 
turbidity reached upper 
control limits and created an 
alarm event 10 hours prior to 
filtered water turbidity 
reaching out of control limits  

10 hours

RAW WATER TURBIDITY
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Projected 
Benefits

Reduce Turbidity 
Excursions 

ELIMINATE 25% OF 
EXCURSIONS

Less sheet defects 
& breaks

RELATED TO FILTERED 
TURBIDITY EXCURSIONS

INCREASED 
OME %

Reduce Chemical 
Spend $$

COAGULANT & BIOCIDE



Mill Example C
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Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) is an 
alternative approach to implementation of data 
analytics and predictive modeling

1500+ process variables (signals) are continuously 
monitored using 500+ active models

Settings Radar provides a dynamically changing, 
real-time view of process stability

Optimized configurations will include more novel 
direct measurements and higher utilization of 
process expertise to enhance model accuracy

SETTINGS RADAR



Conclusions
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Utilizing an IoT platform, we have developed a workflow process to monitor process stability 
and identify process disturbances.

This was accomplished by combining advanced process expertise, novel control and 
monitoring equipment, and predictive algorithms.

Future work will be investigating the use of robust online platforms which can handle high 
volumes of data, providing the infrastructure to accurately predict more complex processes 
within the pulp and paper industry.



Questions?
Thank you for your time.

Andy Bergeron, Chris Lewis, Meagan Walker

http://twitter.com/kemiragroup
http://www.facebook.com/kemiragroup
http://www.youtube.com/kemiragroup
https://www.instagram.com/kemiragroup/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/7400
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